Authority Volume 2 Tp The Authority
Getting the books authority volume 2 tp the authority now is not type of
challenging means. You could not lonely going in the manner of ebook gathering
or library or borrowing from your contacts to right to use them. This is an
utterly simple means to specifically get lead by on-line. This online
proclamation authority volume 2 tp the authority can be one of the options to
accompany you taking into account having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. recognize me, the e-book will extremely tune you
additional situation to read. Just invest little epoch to entrance this on-line
statement authority volume 2 tp the authority as well as evaluation them
wherever you are now.

Superman and the Authority Grant Morrison 2021-11-30 Fan-favorites Superman and
the Authority are brought together by comics superstars Grant Morrison and
Mikel Janin! Collecting Superman and the Authority #1-2.
The Authority Dan Abnett 2010-01 The WildStorm Universe has been shattered by
an apocalyptic event and the world is devastated. Does the Authority have a
hope of rebuilding their "finer world," or is that dream dead and gone? Don't
miss this beginning of an astounding new direction for the super-team. Find out
what the group that was created to protect Earth from threats of a global scale
must do after they fail in their mission.
Challenging Authority Frances Fax Piven 2008-07-11 Argues that ordinary people
exercise extraordinary political courage and power in American politics when,
frustrated by politics as usual, they rise up in anger and hope, and defy the
authorities and the status quo rules that ordinarily govern their daily lives.
By doing so, they disrupt the workings of important institutions and become a
force in American politics. Drawing on critical episodes in U.S. history, Piven
shows that it is in fact precisely at those seismic moments when people act
outside of political norms that they become empowered to their full democratic
potential.
God, Revelation, and Authority: God who speaks and shows, fifteen theses, parts
one, two, and three Carl F. H. Henry 1999 Part 4 in a monumental six-volume set
that presents an undeniable case for the revealed authority of God to a
generation that has forgotten who he is and what he has done.
Absolute Authority Vol. 2 (New Edition) Warren Ellis 2018-07-31 As the 21st
century dawns, a battle-hardened Authority turns its attention to a previously
unchallenged class of villains--the invisible power brokers who manipulate the
world's political figureheads to advance their own selfish interests. The
powers that be, however, didn't get where they are by playing nice. They've
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made plans for every contingency--including teams of insanely powerful
superhumans with sentient, city-sized, interdimensional spaceships. So when the
Authority begins to seriously upset their hard-won networks of control, the
backlash that results is as swift as it is devastating. But as bad as things
get, these attacks are still comprehensible on a human scale. The same can't be
said for what is following in their wake. Taking over the groundbreaking title
created by Warren Ellis and Bryan Hitch, renowned writer Mark Millar is joined
by a host of comics' greatest artists--including Frank Quitely, Dustin Nguyen,
Art Adams and others--for this second volume of Absolute Authority, collecting
for the first time the uncensored, original pages of Authority #13-29,
Authority Annual 2000 and stories from Wildstorm Summer Special! Also includes
an all-new introduction by Tim Miller, director of Deadpool.
Model Rules of Professional Conduct American Bar Association. House of
Delegates 2007 The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date
resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and local courts in
all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice
cases, disciplinary actions, disqualification issues, sanctions questions and
much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional Conduct are
followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide
suggestions for its practical application. The Rules will help you identify
proper conduct in a variety of given situations, review those instances where
discretionary action is possible, and define the nature of the relationship
between you and your clients, colleagues and the courts.
The Authority Omnibus Warren Ellis 2019 "The Authority created by Warren Ellis
and Bryan Hitch; Planetary created by Warren Ellis and John Cassaday."
Absolute Authority Vol. 1 New Edition Warren Ellis 2017-10-17 Now back in print
after several years is the Absolute Edition of Warren Ellis' critically
acclaimed groundbreaking series, THE AUTHORITY! Writer and co-creator Warren
Ellis and artist Bryan Hitch's now-classic stories are collected here in an
oversize hardcover, reproducing the hard-hitting, high-octane action with
dizzying velocity. This is the story of seven super-powered individuals who vow
to make the world a better place, making their own rules, answering to nobody
and taking no prisoners. This massive 320-page slipcase edition reprints THE
AUTHORITY #1-12 and the AUTHORITY/PLANETARY: RULE THE WORLD #1 special. and is
brimming with extra behind-the-scenes looks at the book's creative process,
including a full script by Warren Ellis, plus design and supplementary material
provided by the entire creative team.
Leading Without Authority Keith Ferrazzi 2020-05-26 The #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Never Eat Alone redefines collaboration with a radical
new workplace operating system in which leadership no longer demands an office,
an official title, or even a physical workplace. “An actionable methodology for
any team to thrive during the decade of exponential change ahead.”—Peter H.
Diamandis, founder of XPRIZE and Singularity University, bestselling co-author
of Abundance, Bold, and The Future Is Faster Than You Think In times of stress,
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we have a choice: we can retreat further into our isolated silos, or we can
commit to “going higher together.” When external pressures are mounting, and
employees are working from far-flung locations across the globe, says
bestselling author Keith Ferrazzi, we can no longer afford to waste time
navigating the complex chains of command or bureaucratic bottlenecks present in
most companies. But when we choose the bold new methodology of co-elevation as
our operating model, we unlock the potential to boost productivity, deepen
commitment and engagement, and create a level of trust, mutual accountability,
and purpose that exceeds what could have been accomplished under the status
quo. And you don’t need any formal authority to do it. You simply have to
marshal a commitment to a shared mission and care about the success and
development of others as much as you care about your own. Regardless of your
title, position, or where or how you work, the ability to lead without
authority is an essential workplace competency. Here, Ferrazzi draws on over a
decade of research and over thirty years helping CEOs and senior leaders drive
innovation and build high-performing teams to show how we can all turn our
colleagues and partners into teammates and truly reboot the way we work
together.
The Authority Grant Morrison 2010 "All-too-flawed humans with godlike powers.
What could go wrong? The Authority-- a team of nearly omnipotent superheroes-find themselves pushed to their limits morally and intellectually when stuck in
an alternate reality. What price will they pay to get back home? And what
happens when they have to go up against alternate versions of themselves?" -p. [4] of cover.
The Authority of International Law Başak Cali 2015 Offering a nuanced and
realistic account of the authority of international law, this book discusses
whether international law is obeyed, and the type of duties it imposes on the
state. Through a review of present accounts ranging from the mainstream to
extra-disciplinary, the extent of authority is explored.
The Authority Gap Mary Ann Sieghart 2021-07-01 *A WATERSTONES 'BEST POLITICAL
BOOK OF THE YEAR'* *A TIMES 'BEST PHILOSOPHY AND IDEAS' BOOK OF 2021* *A
GUARDIAN 'BEST POLITICS BOOKS OF THE YEAR'* 'A brilliant manifesto explaining
why women are still so underestimated and overlooked in today's world, but how
we can also be hopeful for change' - Philippa Perry 'An impassioned,
meticulously argued and optimistic call to arms for anyone who cares about
creating a fairer society' - Observer __________ Imagine living in a world in
which you were routinely patronised by women. Imagine having your views ignored
or your expertise frequently challenged by them. Imagine people always
addressing the woman you are with before you. Now imagine a world in which the
reverse of this is true. The Authority Gap provides a startling perspective on
the unseen bias at work in our everyday lives, to reveal the scale of the gap
that still persists between men and women. Would you believe that US Supreme
Court Justices are interrupted four times more often than male ones... 96% of
the time by men? Or that British parents, when asked to estimate their child's
IQ will place their son at 115 and their daughter at 107? Marshalling a wealth
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of data with precision and insight, and including interviews with pioneering
women such as Baroness Hale, Mary Beard and Bernadine Evaristo, Mary Ann
exposes unconscious bias in this fresh feminist take on how to address and
counteract systemic sexism in ways that benefit us all. Includes interviews
with pioneering women such as: Baroness Hale Mary Beard Bernadine Evaristo Mary
McAleese Julia Gillard Dolly Alderton and Pandora Sykes Cherie Blair Liz Truss
Amber Rudd Frances Morris Laura Bates __________ 'Hugely exciting' - Emily
Maitlis 'Deeply researched, profoundly thoughtful and a book very much for the
here and now: Mary Ann Sieghart's The Authority Gap is the book she was
probably born to write' - Andrew Marr 'At last here is a credible roadmap that
is capable of taking women from the margins to the centre by bridging the
authority gap that holds back even the best and most talented of women.' - Mary
McAleese, Former President of Ireland
Superman and the Authority (2021-) #2 Grant Morrison 2021-08-17 Clark Kent and
Manchester Black continue to put Superman’s new team together, even though
keeping Black in check seems like just as difficult a job as convincing the new
recruits to come along. The pair hits different parts of the world looking for
different types of heroes. While Midnighter, Apollo, and Natasha Irons only
need to tie up some loose ends before getting on board, the Enchantress is
going to be a little harder. Superman is going to have to set her free from a
deadly illusion hell-bent on destroying her before she can help him save the
universe.
Superman and the Authority Grant Morrison 2022-11-22 Fan-favorites Superman and
the Authority are brought together by comics superstars Grant Morrison and
Mikel Janin! Collecting Superman and the Authority #1-2.
Authority and Democracy (Routledge Library Editions: Political Science Volume
5) April Carter 2013-04-15 This book debates the nature and functions of
authority: it examines how far our inherited images of authority derive from an
aristocratic and traditional order and considers which models of authority are
still relevant in a democratic and rationalist society. It discusses the
characteristics of the authority relationship, whether political authority
differs from other kinds of authority, how authority relates to power and
whether authority should be distinguished from the concept of legitimate rule.
The latter part of the book explores the relevance or irrelevance of authority
in contemporary society. In particular it examines recent libertarian arguments
for the rejection of all forms of authority and the special problems of
creating and maintaining authority after revolution.
Authority Jeff VanderMeer 2015-07-20 For thirty years, the only human
engagement with Area X has taken the form of a series of expeditions monitored
by a secret agency called the Southern Reach. After the disastrous twelfth
expedition chronicled in 'Annihilation', the Southern Reach is in disarray, and
John Rodriguez, aka 'Control, ' is the team's newly appointed head. From a
series of interrogations, a cache of hidden notes, and hours of profoundly
troubling video footage, the secrets of Area X begin to reveal themselves - and
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what they expose pushes Control to confront disturbing truths about both
himself and the agency he's promised to serve
The Palestinian Authority in the West Bank Michelle Pace 2018-12-19 The
Palestinian Authority in the West Bank explores the manner in which the
Palestinian Authority’s performative acts affect and shape the lives and
subjective identities of those in its vicinity in the occupied West Bank. The
nature of Palestinians’ statelessness has to contend with the rituals of
statecraft that the Palestinian Authority (PA) and its Palestinian
functionaries engage in. These rituals are also economically maintained by an
international donor community and are vehemently challenged by Palestinian
activists, antagonistic to the prevalence of the statist agenda in Palestine.
Conceptually, the understanding of the PA’s ‘theater of statecraft’ is inspired
by Judith Butler’s conception of performativity as one that encompasses several
repetitive and ritual performative acts. The authors explore what they refer to
as the ‘fuzzy state' (personified in the form and conduct of the PA) looks like
for those living it, from the vantage point of PA institutions, NGOs,
international representative offices, and activists. Methodologically, the book
adopts an ethnographic approach, by way of interviews and observations in the
occupied West Bank and East Jerusalem. The Palestinian Authority in the West
Bank makes an important and long-due intervention by integrating performance
studies and politics to suggest an understanding of the theatrics of woeful
statecraft in Palestine. The book is an essential resource for students and
scholars interested in the study of the state, International Relations and
Politics, Palestine Studies, and the Middle East.
The Problem of Political Authority Michael Huemer 2012-10-29 The state is often
ascribed a special sort of authority, one that obliges citizens to obey its
commands and entitles the state to enforce those commands through threats of
violence. This book argues that this notion is a moral illusion: no one has
ever possessed that sort of authority.
Managing Medical Authority Daniel A. Menchik 2021-11-30 How the authority of
medicine is continuously shaped by relationships among physicians, industry,
colleagues, and organizations Exploring how the authority of medicine is
controlled, negotiated, and organized, Managing Medical Authority asks: How is
knowledge shared throughout the profession? Who makes decisions when your heart
malfunctions—physicians, hospital administrators, or private companies who sell
pacemakers? How do physicians gain and keep their influence? Arguing that
medicine’s authority is managed in collegial competition across venues, Daniel
Menchik examines the full range of stakeholders driving the direction of the
field: medical trainees, clinicians, researchers, administrators, and even the
corporations that develop groundbreaking technologies enabling longer and
better lives. Menchik takes us into Superior Hospital to witness surgeries and
executive negotiations. He moves outside the hospital to watch professional
committees craft standards for treatments, case management, and professional
ethics. At industry-sponsored meetings, he observes company representatives who
train some experienced doctors on their technologies, while deterring others
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who they think might injure patients. Using an innovative ethnographic approach
tying individual actions and their collective consequences, he considers how
stakeholders ally across the various venues of medicine, even as they are
sometimes pressed into competition within those venues. Menchik finds that
these alliances and rivalries strengthen the authority of medicine as a whole.
From place to place, and group to group, we see how a medical specialty renews
and reinvigorates itself. Beginning within the walls of the hospital, and
moving to the professional and commercial venues that shape it, Managing
Medical Authority offers an agenda-setting take on the social organization of
medical authority.
Jenny Sparks Mark Millar 2001 Chronicles the life of Jenny Sparks before the
creation of The Authority, including her relationships with Albert Einstein and
Adolf Hitler and her introduction to The Engineer, Jack Hawksmoor, and The
Doctor.
Phenomena of Power Heinrich Popitz 2017-04-25 In Phenomena of Power, one of the
leading figures of postwar German sociology reflects on the nature, and many
forms of, power. For Heinrich Popitz, power is rooted in the human condition
and is therefore part of all social relations. Drawing on philosophical
anthropology, he identifies the elementary forms of power to provide detailed
insight into how individuals gain and perpetuate control over others. Instead
of striving for a power-free society, Popitz argues, humanity should try to
impose limits on power where possible and establish counterpower where
necessary. Phenomena of Power delves into the sociohistorical manifestations of
power and breaks through to its general structures. Popitz distinguishes the
forms of the enforcement of power as well as of its stabilization and
institutionalization, clearly articulating how the mechanisms of power work and
how to track them in the social world. Philosophically trained, historically
informed, and endowed with keen observation, Popitz uses examples ranging from
the way passengers on a ship organize deck chairs to how prisoners of war share
property to illustrate his theory. Long influential in German sociology,
Phenomena of Power offers a challenging reworking of one of the essential
concepts of the social sciences.
The Authority of Reason Jean E. Hampton 1998-02-28 This challenging and
provocative book argues against much contemporary orthodoxy in philosophy and
the social sciences by showing why objectivity in the domain of ethics is
really no different from the objectivity of scientific knowledge. Many
philosophers and social scientists have challenged the idea that we act for
objectively authoritative reasons. Jean Hampton takes up the challenge by
undermining two central assumptions of this contemporary orthodoxy: that one
can understand instrumental reasons without appeal to objective authority, and
that the adoption of the scientific world view requires no such appeal. In the
course of the book Jean Hampton examines moral realism, the general nature of
reason and norms, internalism and externalism, instrumental reasoning, and the
expected utility model of practical reasoning. The book is sure to prove to be
a seminal work in the theory of rationality that will be read by a broad swathe
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of philosophers and social scientists.
The Authority Book One Warren Ellis 2020-12-22 This is the Authority. Pay
allegiance, or get your head kicked in. Whether they’re up against an invasion
from an alternate Earth, an international terrorist who is laying waste to
major cities, or a hostile alien intelligence who calls himself God, the
Authority are ready for action. Collects The Authority #1-12, Planetary/The
Authority: Ruling the World, and a story from WildStorm: A Celebration of 25
Years.
The Power of Authority Michelle Prince 2019-08-30 In today's crowded
marketplace, the very best way to stand out from the competition is to
establish yourself as the go-to expert and premier leading authority in your
field. And the fastest, most credible way of becoming an authority is by
authoring your own book. In The Power of Authority, you will learn how to: l
Grow your business by telling your story in a book l Leverage your book into
multiple revenue streams l Use your book to automatically generate new leads l
Gain free PR and media coverage as an author l Overcome price resistance with
prospects with your book l Leverage author status to keep from being seen as
just a commodity l Effortlessly attract new prospects for your products or
services And dozens of other practical, real-world publishing tips, guaranteed
to help take you from where you are, to where you want to be. Whether you're an
entrepreneur, executive, speaker, coach, salesperson or service provider, you
will learn powerful ways to grow your business by authoring your own book. Let
bestselling author and publishing expert, Michelle Prince show you how.
Vocal Authority John Potter 2006-11-02 A fascinating history of singing styles
from the ancient world to the present.
The Authority Book Two Mark Millar 2021-05-25 As the 21st century dawns, a
battle-hardened Authority turns its attention to a previously unchallenged
class of villains-the invisible power brokers who manipulate the world’s
political figureheads to advance their own selfish interests. The powers that
be, however, didn’t get where they are by playing nice. They’ve made plans for
every contingency-including teams of insanely powerful superhumans with
sentient, city-size, interdimensional spaceships. So when the Authority begins
to seriously upset their hard-won networks of control, the backlash that
results is as swift as it is devastating. But as bad as things get, these
attacks are still comprehensible on a human scale. The same can’t be said for
what is following in their wake. This volume collects The Authority #13-29, The
Authority Annual 2000 #1, and stories from WildStorm Summer Special #1, along
with an introduction by Tim Miller, director of Deadpool.
Own Your Authority: Follow Your Instincts, Radiate Confidence, and Communicate
as a Leader People Trust Marisa Santoro 2021-04-27 Thrive on risk, speak with
intention―and be the influential and confident leader you know you are. Too
often, we get stuck in our heads, focus on the negative, and paralyze ourselves
with fear. And, like clockwork, we fail to achieve our goals. The only way to
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become an effective leader and enjoy career success is by silencing the selfsabotaging thought patterns and learn to trust yourself. Once you’ve
established a trusted connection with yourself, clear on who you are and what
motivates you, career opportunities will follow. Former Wall Street executive
Marisa Santoro spent years navigating trading floors in an abrasive maledominated industry and field, where she learned from experience that the key to
leadership success is self-trust. Now, in Own Your Authority, she shares her
hard-won secrets to being a resilient leader. Santoro lays out a step-by-step
blueprint for building the confidence you need at any stage of your career,
whether you are an executive, a mid-career senior professional, an emerging
leader, or consultant. Be clear on how you’re perceived and how you relate with
others Be willing to act on instinct in the face of fear Be aware of the
instinctive yellow alerts flagging your indecision―they are there for a reason
and will help you make the best decision Trust your “intuitive gut gene,” an
instinct that helps you make gutsy moves Speak out and openly express yourself
without apology, restriction, or worry about the opinions of others Selfconfidence is a universal prerequisite for being an effective leader. The good
news is you’re not born with it―you develop it. With Own Your Authority, you’ll
learn to master your mindset, give yourself permission to break through the
walls that have held you back, and deliver positive impact to yourself, your
team, and your business.
The Authority Vol. 2 Mark Millar 2013-12-24 The Authority, now under Jack
Hawksmoor's leadership following Jenny Sparks' death at the end of the 20th
Century, face multiple foes such as a mad scientist and his army of superhumans
who wanted to influence the 21st Century through Jenny Spark's successor Jenny
Quantum, a previous Doctor who manipulated the Earth itself, and a duplicate
team of superheroes modeled on the Authority that was created and backed by the
G7 group of nations. Collects THE AUTHORY #13-29
Adventure to Ava's School T. M. Merk 2018-08 When Ava interrupts her teacher in
art class, Leo the paintbrush teaches her about the importance of respecting
her teacher and other authority figures. Together, Ava and Leo learn about
following rules, keeping promises, and listening to people in leadership
positions. Additional features to aid comprehension include a table of
contents, a section on using respectful words, a S.T.E.A.M. activity, a
phonetic glossary, sources for further research including web sites, an index,
and an introduction to the author.
Harsh Realities Robbie Morrison 2004 High above the planet, aboard a fiftymile-wide alien vessel, The Authority - seven awesomely powerful meta-humans act as bouncers for the Earth. If you threaten the life and liberty of its
inhabitants, they'll get nasty in the pursuit of your blood.
The Authority Christos Gage 2008 "The Authority and StormWatch Prime were once
teammates and the closest of comrades--but a custody battle over their longdead former leader Henry Bendix's secret bunker causes old grudges to boil
over! And conflicts only escalate when they make it inside the bunker and findauthority-volume-2-tp-the-authority
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-Bendix?!"--P. [4] of cover.
Authority Jeff VanderMeer 2014-05-06 John Rodriguez, the new head of a secret
agency tasked to monitor Area X—a lush and remote terrain mysteriously
sequestered from civilization—is faced with disturbing truths about himself and
the agency he has sworn to serve when the secrets of Area X begin to reveal
themselves. Original. 50,000 first printing.
The Believer's Authority Kenneth E. Hagin 1985-02
gotten to the edge of that authoriity, but before
going to be a whole company of believers who will
authority that is theirs, ...and they will do the
should do.

A few of us have barely
Jesus comes again, there's
rise up and with the
work that God intended they

The Authority Book Two Mark Millar 2021-05-25 The Authority are heroes in only
the strictest sense of the word. Ruthless and unforgiving, the group of
insanely powerful superhumans face down countless menaces to Earth, protecting
humankind with their cold version of justice. Following the death of Jenny
Sparks at the end of the 20th century, the Authority is now under the
leadership of Jack Hawksmoor, who is no less brutal than his predecessor. But
with a new leader and new century also come new foes, such as a mad scientist
intent on shaping the 21st century to his own whims, a former Doctor gone rogue
who always seems to be one step ahead of the team, and a twisted mirror image
of the Authority sanctioned by the G7 nations. With the odds stacked against
them, will the Authority finally fall? Not without putting up one helluva
fight. Join writer MARK MILLAR (Kick-Ass) and artists FRANK QUITELY (All-Star
Superman), DUSTIN NGUYEN (Descender), and ARTHUR ADAMS (Monkeyman and O’Brien)
as they wrap up the Authority saga not with a whimper, but a bang. The
Authority Book Two collects the uncensored The Authority #13-29, The Authority
Annual 2000 #1, and stories from WildStorm Summer Special #1, plus a bonus
gallery of behind-the-scenes extras.
Models of Management Mauro F. Guillén 1994-10-15 This work explores differing
historical patterns in the adoption of the three major models of organizational
management: scientific management; human relations; and structural analysis.
The author takes a fresh look at how managers have used these models in four
countries during the 20th century.
The Authority Book One Warren Ellis 2020-12-22 Warren Ellis's New York Times
bestseller THE AUTHORITY is back in paperback. Pick up one of the most renowned
tales in the WildStorm imprint's history! Warren Ellis's New York Times
bestseller THE AUTHORITY! The Authority are heroes in only the strictest sense
of the word. Ruthless and unforgiving, this group of insanely powerful
superhumans face down countless menaces to Earth, protecting mankind with their
cold version of justice. An invasion from an alternate Earth, an international
terrorist who is laying waste to major cities and a hostile alien intelligence
who calls himself God all fall under their rule. This is THE AUTHORITY. Pay
allegiance. Or get your head kicked in. Created by legendary writer Warren
authority-volume-2-tp-the-authority
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Ellis (THE WILD STORM, TRANSMETROPOLITAN) and artists Bryan Hitch (JUSTICE
LEAGUE), Paul Neary (The Ultimates) and Laura Martin (WONDER WOMAN), THE
AUTHORITY is considered one of the most groundbreaking titles in modern comics
history. Collects issues #1-12, PLANETARY/THE AUTHORITY: RULING THE WORLD and a
new story from WILDSTORM: A CELEBRATION OF 25 YEARS.
Grounded Authority Shiri Pasternak 2017-06-06 Since Justin Trudeau’s election
in 2015, Canada has been hailed internationally as embarking on a truly
progressive, post-postcolonial era—including an improved relationship between
the state and its Indigenous peoples. Shiri Pasternak corrects this
misconception, showing that colonialism is very much alive in Canada. From the
perspective of Indigenous law and jurisdiction, she tells the story of the
Algonquins of Barriere Lake, in western Quebec, and their tireless resistance
to federal land claims policy. Grounded Authority chronicles the band’s ongoing
attempts to restore full governance over its lands and natural resources
through an agreement signed by settler governments almost three decades ago—an
agreement the state refuses to fully implement. Pasternak argues that the
state’s aversion to recognizing Algonquin jurisdiction stems from its goal of
perfecting its sovereignty by replacing the inherent jurisdiction of Indigenous
peoples with its own, delegated authority. From police brutality and fabricated
sexual abuse cases to an intervention into and overthrow of a customary
government, Pasternak provides a compelling, richly detailed account of rarely
documented coercive mechanisms employed to force Indigenous communities into
compliance with federal policy. A rigorous account of the incredible struggle
fought by the Algonquins to maintain responsibility over their territory,
Grounded Authority provides a powerful alternative model to one nation’s land
claims policy and a vital contribution to current debates in the study of
colonialism and Indigenous peoples in North America and globally.
Power and Authority in Internet Governance Blayne Haggart 2021-03-15 Power and
Authority in Internet Governance investigates the hotly contested role of the
state in today's digital society. The book asks: Is the state "back" in
internet regulation? If so, what forms are state involvement taking, and with
what consequences for the future? The volume includes case studies from across
the world and addresses a wide range of issues regarding internet
infrastructure, data and content. The book pushes the debate beyond a
simplistic dichotomy between liberalism and authoritarianism in order to
consider also greater state involvement based on values of democracy and human
rights. Seeing internet governance as a complex arena where power is contested
among diverse non-state and state actors across local, national, regional and
global scales, the book offers a critical and nuanced discussion of how the
internet is governed – and how it should be governed. Power and Authority in
Internet Governance provides an important resource for researchers across
international relations, global governance, science and technology studies and
law as well as policymakers and analysts concerned with regulating the global
internet.
The Authority Mark Millar 2014-12 The Authority, now under Jack Hawksmoor's
authority-volume-2-tp-the-authority
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leadership following Jenny Sparks' death at the end of the 20th Century, face
multiple foes such as a mad scientist and his army of superhumans who wanted to
influence the 21st Century through Jenny Spark's successor Jenny Quantum, a
previous Doctor who manipulated the Earth itself, and a duplicate team of
superheroes modeled on the Authority that was created and backed by the G7
group of nations. Collects THE AUTHORY #13-29
Territory, Authority, Rights Saskia Sassen 2008-07-01 Where does the nationstate end and globalization begin? In Territory, Authority, Rights, one of the
world's leading authorities on globalization shows how the national state made
today's global era possible. Saskia Sassen argues that even while globalization
is best understood as "denationalization," it continues to be shaped,
channeled, and enabled by institutions and networks originally developed with
nations in mind, such as the rule of law and respect for private authority.
This process of state making produced some of the capabilities enabling the
global era. The difference is that these capabilities have become part of new
organizing logics: actors other than nation-states deploy them for new
purposes. Sassen builds her case by examining how three components of any
society in any age--territory, authority, and rights--have changed in
themselves and in their interrelationships across three major historical
"assemblages": the medieval, the national, and the global. The book consists of
three parts. The first, "Assembling the National," traces the emergence of
territoriality in the Middle Ages and considers monarchical divinity as a
precursor to sovereign secular authority. The second part, "Disassembling the
National," analyzes economic, legal, technological, and political conditions
and projects that are shaping new organizing logics. The third part,
"Assemblages of a Global Digital Age," examines particular intersections of the
new digital technologies with territory, authority, and rights. Sweeping in
scope, rich in detail, and highly readable, Territory, Authority, Rights is a
definitive new statement on globalization that will resonate throughout the
social sciences.
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